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Custom Throttle Clamps
These custom throttle clamps from Custom 
Chrome hold the throttle sleeve in place on the 
handlebars and feature smooth styling and a 
deep chrome finish. Includes upper and lower 
clamps with hardware.
111206 Fits single cable 5/16" (81-95)
651826 Black, single cable
111207 Fits dual cable
651825 Black, dual cable

Throttle Clamp Sets
Chrome die-cast clamp sets include the upper 
and lower clamp with screws. Available for 
single or dual cable applications.
111192 Chrome, single cable clamp set
651827 Black, single cable clamp set
111193 Chrome, dual cable clamp set
651828 Black, dual cable clamp set

Ness-Tech ‘Coned’ Throttle Clamp 
Set
Features unique styling and beautiful chrome-
plating. Accepts all of the Original Equipment 
or aftermarket throttle sleeves used since 73 
and is the perfect finishing touch to all custom 
handlebar assemblies. Single cable throttle 
clamp set (replaces OEMs 56395-74, 56393-
74A).
05035 Coned throttle clamp (81-95, 5/16"-18)
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Chrome Throttle Assemblies
Replacement 1" throttle assemblies with 
adjusting screw. Available for single cable or 
dual cable models from 73-81. They also work 
on custom applications.
111170 Single cable assembly for all models 

from 74-80
651823 Single cable assembly for all models 

from 74-80, black
111169 Dual cable assembly for all 81 models 

and custom applications
651822 Dual cable assembly for all 81 models 

and custom applications, black

111169

Streamline Internal Throttle
The internal throttle was standard issue on 
Harley production bikes in the past. Certain 
problems were always associated with these 
types of throttle controls, the biggest being a 
stuck throttle cable causing serious safety con-
cerns. Austin engineered an internal throttle 
control that has revolutionized the technology 
and was even approved by the DOT. The secret 
lies in a series of bearings that help guide the 
mechanism and provide a smooth action and 
great	“Snap	Back”.	There	is	no	welding,	dril-
ling, or tapping. The installer will need some 
simple tools like a hack saw and a file etc.(You 
must cut the handle bar as with all internal 
throttles).
618433 SID, sold each

Internal Throttle Assembly
Ingenious design completely eliminates the 
throttle pipe and housing. Converts the end of 
the handlebar into a single cable throttle. The 
throttle cable is routed through the bar so all 
components are hidden from view. For custom 
motorcycles only. Requires cutting 3.94" off of 
the right bar end to install.
12815 Fits 1"-diameter handlebars


